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Introduction 

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women worldwide. In the 
Netherlands about 15,000 women are diagnosed with breast cancer every year. 
Historically, breast cancer surgery was very extensive as with the Halsted radical 
mastectomy, in which the whole breast with the tumour, the underlying pectoralis 
muscles and the ipsilateral axillary nodes were removed en bloc. Later, radical 
mastectomy became less mutilating. This was then followed in the second part of the 
twentieth century by breast-conserving therapy (BCT) which has led to a less aggressive 
strategy resulting in equally good results as compared to mastectomy in terms of local 
control and survival. The principle of BCT consists of a wide local tumour excision and 
postoperative whole-breast irradiation. Goals of BCT are to achieve an optimal local 
tumour control and a good cosmetic outcome. Due to the increasing attention for 
appearance and cosmetic surgery in the public media, the demand for oncoplastic 
procedures is also increasing in the Netherlands. Oncoplastic surgery of the breast 
offers the advantage that a wider resection can be performed with still an acceptable 
cosmetic result. 

Most important conclusions of this thesis 

The main purpose of this thesis is to evaluate cosmetic consequences after BCT from 
the patients perspective. The most important conclusions are: 

- Attention paid by healthcare professionals to the cosmetic effects of BCT during 
the entire treatment process is of utmost importance, because deformation of the 
breast can also occur at a later stage. Optimal timing of this aspect differs per 
individual patient. 

- In literature all kinds of tumour-, patient- and treatment factors are being 
described which influence cosmetic outcome after BCT negatively. Based on 
significance in both univariable as well as multivariable analysis and frequency of 
reporting, extensiveness of primary tumour resection, tumour size, tumour 
location, concomitant adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy, were the factors 
affecting cosmetic outcome the most. Many different assessment tools, either 
subjective or objective, are being used worldwide.  

- Based on our own Dutch study population, only radiotherapy boost was related to 
an unsatisfactory final cosmetic outcome after BCT. No prediction model on the 
risk of a poor cosmetic outcome could be developed. 
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- Patients scored their cosmetic outcome different from professionals and in fact 
patients scored in general more positive than professionals. Agreement among 
professionals was higher than between patients and professionals mutually. Rating 
of ‘size’ and ‘shape’ as being poor within the Sneeuw questionnaire was strongly 
associated with a poor outcome rating on the Harvard scale. 

- Dutch hospitals do pay attention to the cosmetic consequences of BCT. However, 
information and guidance are not unambiguously and structurally included in the 
current breast cancer pathway.  

- Professionals should focus on individual needs for cosmetic outcome information 
during the entire treatment and follow up process of BCT. 

- ‘Wearability of bra’, ‘breast sensitivity’ and ‘asymmetry’ are factors considered to 
be important by the patient’s own assessment of cosmetic outcome and body 
image after previous BCT. Younger patients consider ‘breast size’ to be most 
important, whereas ‘wearability of bra’ is most frequently reported by older 
patients. Time since BCT does not significantly influence the rating of relevant 
factors. 

Relevance of scientific results from this thesis 

An important step towards less extensive surgery of the breast for breast cancer was 
made by the introduction of BCT in the early 80's. Survival after BCT is comparable with 
a mastectomy. In recent years there has been a growing interest in the cosmetic 
outcome after BCT. When there is a risk of disruptive deformity ‘oncoplastic surgery’ is 
applied by either the surgical oncologist or surgical oncologist and plastic surgeon 
combined. Due to developments in possibilities of surgery and radiotherapy, the 
evaluation of the cosmetic outcome has become just as important as the evaluation of 
the strict oncological results (disease-free survival and overall survival). It is important 
to involve the patient herself in this evaluation, by collecting "Patient Reported 
Outcome Measures (PROMs)", as in the end satisfaction is an individual perception. 
Besides, this fits very well within the concept of Value Based Health Care. The value of 
care is the highest priority and the quality is determined by the patient herself.  
 
This thesis addressed several topics about cosmetic consequences of BCT in breast 
cancer patients. Chapter 2 shows results about patient information needs regarding the 
cosmetic effects after BCT. We could not find reports on this issue in previous 
literature. Bringing up the cosmetic effects of BCT by health care professionals does not 
appear to be a standard part of treatment and follow-up. It is expected that the quality 
of care and life will be improved by providing information and guidance regarding the 
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cosmetic outcome of BCT within the existing structure of the breast cancer pathway. 
Discussion and visualization of the cosmetic effects prior to treatment will lead to more 
realistic expectations, and as a result, secondary interventions, such as partial 
prostheses and plastic surgery, may be easier to discuss and accept.  
 
This thesis also evaluates how patients would like to receive information about 
cosmetic effects of BCT. These results have led to new tools and adjustments in existing 
patient information (the text of the information brochure about BCT was expanded, the 
Harvard scale and a Numeric Rating Scale were incorporated into the electronic patient 
file and a photo book was constructed showing various cosmetic results of BCT). 
Chapter 7, however describes that it is difficult to improve patient satisfaction, despite 
the implementation of better information tools. Generally, not all patients want to 
discuss information about possible side effects (in this case, cosmetic consequences) at 
the same moment during the treatment process. So, professionals should focus on 
individual needs on such information during the entire treatment and follow up 
process. 
 
In Chapter 3 and 4, we evaluated which factors might influence the cosmetic outcome 
after BCT. First, we reviewed methods of assessing cosmetic outcome and analysed the 
factors that might affect these outcome. Furthermore, we evaluated in our own cohort 
which factors might negatively affect the outcome and which combination of factors 
could optimally predict patient reported cosmetic outcome. Different subjective and 
objective tools are used worldwide to assess cosmesis. The Harvard scale is the only 
subjectively validated tool. We strongly recommend the development for instance by 
some form of Delphi analysis, a universal, easily usable (objective) uniform scoring 
instrument for assessment of cosmetic outcome after BCT. We also suggest that using 
such a measuring instrument could help to come to a preoperative prediction model to 
determine the individual cosmetic outcome, which can then be potentially helpful for 
counselling of breast cancer patients. The present analysis may be helpful in this 
matter. In literature many patient-, tumour- and treatment related factors were 
described. However, in our own cohort, radiotherapy boost was the only factor that 
was independently associated with a poor cosmetic outcome after BCT.  
 
This finding can be used for counselling in daily clinical practice. Further research needs 
to be done to possibly create a prediction model that might be used in daily clinical 
practice. 
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In Chapter 5, we set out to compare patient-reported outcomes with professional 
judgment about cosmesis after BCT and to evaluate which items (position of the nipple, 
colour, scar, size, shape, and firmness) correlate best with subjective outcome. 
Cosmetic outcome was scored differently by patients and professionals. Agreement 
was greater between the professionals than between the patients and the 
professionals as a group. In general, size and shape were the most prominent items on 
which cosmetic outcome was judged by patients and professionals alike. Further 
research is desirable to develop a good, simple tool to score the cosmetic outcome of 
BCT more extensively during the entire follow-up period. Notably, a discussion of the 
patient’s expectations of the cosmetic effects before treatment, is important. 
Although both objective and subjective tools have been described in the literature to 
assess cosmetic outcome following BCT, these tools only include factors that healthcare 
professionals consider to be important. But which factors do patients themselves 
consider to be important for determining the degree of cosmetic satisfaction with 
regards to perceived body image after previous BCT? In Chapter 8, these factors were 
evaluated. The top three factors in overall importance (important or very important) 
for satisfaction were: ‘wearability of bra’, ‘breast sensitivity’ and ‘asymmetry’. We 
recommend that future studies on cosmetic outcomes should incorporate the factors 
identified in the present work. These factors should also be addressed in daily clinical 
practice during (pre) counselling. 

Target population 

The results of this thesis are relevant for all new breast cancer patients who have to 
undergo BCT, because it is extremely important that they are properly informed by the 
healthcare professionals about the possible cosmetic consequences of this treatment. 
By paying attention to these possible consequences, the patient can anticipate on her 
expectations. Of course, the outcome of the present thesis is relevant for professionals 
treating such patients undergoing BCT. 

Activity 

The results of this thesis have led to much more attention in daily clinical practice for 
the cosmetic consequences of BCT. Patients are being counselled verbally, in writing 
and visually for possible undesired consequences. Furthermore, the healthcare 
professional pays attention to these consequences throughout the entire pathway. 
Awareness among health care professionals was already partially created by conducting 
a nationwide survey on incorporation of talking about cosmetic consequences in the 
breast cancer pathway. 
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Healthcare professionals can further be informed by giving presentations at congresses 
/ symposia about the results of this thesis. These professionals can also be informed 
through the published articles about the results. 
 
  




